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To produce realistically externalized auditory stimuli and thus encourage multisensory sampling auditory space in ≤10° intervals from 45° below the horizon. We psychophysically 157 determined which of the 10 individual HRTFs available in the database was best for each 158 subject before training them on a sound localization task with the chosen HRTF (see 159 Procedure). The ITDs for each virtual direction were computed using cross-correlation, and 160 then adjusted as required for each experimental condition. We were thus able to manipulate 161 the frequency-dependent ILDs, which incorporate the spectral cues at each ear (and following
162
MacPherson and Middlebrooks (2002) are referred to here as interaural level spectra, ILS) 163 independently from the ITD cue. 164 We combined sound localization cues in three general configurations that were used 165 for different phases of the study. For HRTF selection, ILS-only localization training and ITD-166 only localization training, we presented ILS and ITD cues in isolation. The ILS-only 167 localization stimuli were used in the first (familiarization) session to select an appropriate 168 HRTF for each subject, and then to train subjects with the ILS cues from that HRTF. They
169
were also used to re-familiarize subjects with the ILS cues before each audiovisual training 170 experiment (see Procedure). ITD-only stimuli were only used for localization training purposes. ITDs are spatially ambiguous for high-frequency stimuli, whereas free-field ILDs
172
(and spectral cues) tend to be negligible for low-frequency stimuli, a dichotomy known as the filtered from 1.9 kHz-16 kHz and the ITD stimuli were band-passed from 0.5 kHz-1.3 kHz, 175 in both cases to avoid frequency regions in which the other cue (which had a value 176 corresponding to 0°) could play a prominent role in localization. To ensure that training was 177 confined to the basic localization cues, reverberation was not added to these stimuli.
178
The second stimulus configuration used ILS cues and ITDs that were always 179 congruent, while the third stimulus configuration employed ILS cues and ITD cues that were 180 in spatial conflict. In both cases, broadband noise (0.5 kHz-16 kHz) was used as the stimulus 181 and reverberation was applied.
182
Visual stimuli. All visual stimuli and markers were white on a black background. Geometric 183 correction was applied to take account of the curvature of the screen. We used three types of 184 visual stimuli: 1) a 0.48°wide fixation dot, which was located in front of and above the 185 subject at 0°azimuth and 13.4°elevation; 2) a 1.23°wide cross hair mouse cursor, which 186 subjects could control to initiate trials by clicking on the fixation dot, or respond on each trial Figure 2D ). The regression intercept 315 corresponded to a subject's lateral localization bias, i.e., the distance of their mean responses 316 from 0°. This task was performed before and after the audiovisual spatial training task and 317 subjects were instructed that the stimuli could come from anywhere within the horizontal 318 angular range of the stimuli (i.e., ±20°). caused by systematic cue biases that arose when one binaural cue had an intrinsically 348 substantially higher spatial gain (and was therefore weighted more) than the other (see Figure   349 4).
In order to assess the significance of these model violations, we fitted a regression to 353 the mean predicted scores and checked each subject's residuals for normality using a performed ANOVA on the model coefficients.
371
From here on, we refer to the regression intercept as "localization bias", and to the 
RESULTS

389
Training with spatially congruent auditory and visual cues (AVCON) 390 In this experiment, subjects performed the audiovisual spatial oddball task with spatially in sound localization in the form of a reduction in the magnitude and variability of subjects' 395 localization biases. We also hypothesized that this would increase the spatial gain of (i.e.,
396
reduce response undershoot in) the more reliable binaural cue, with no change or a reduction 397 in the spatial gain of the less reliable cue.
398
Eleven subjects showed reductions in localization bias (seven significant; Figure 
455
Prior to audiovisual training, eight out of fourteen subjects exhibited higher spatial showed ILS gain increases and in six subjects this change was significant ( Figure 6B ). The training, the ITD spatial gains decreased for ten subjects (three significantly) and increased in 465 four subjects (two significantly) ( Figure 6C ). We observed a significant overall mean 
498
As before, pre-training spatial gains were higher for ILS than ITDs in most subjects (n 499 = 11/14), and as a group the difference was significant (adjusted pre-test LME model 
507
Ten subjects increased their ITD gain after audiovisual training, although the change 508 was only individually significant in three cases (see Figure 7C ). The group increase in ITD 
Audiovisual training with spatially disparate auditory and visual cues (VAE)
517
In this experiment, all sound localization cues were offset from the visual stimulus by 10°to 518 either the left or the right in order to induce the ventriloquism illusion. Every subject reported 519 being unaware of the disparity when questioned after testing. We first standardized the side of the VAE by reversing the sign of ILS angles, ITD angles and responses for those subjects 521 who had performed this task with the visual stimulus positioned to the right of the auditory 522 stimulus. In Figure 8A , the presence of a VAE shift is therefore indicated by a shift leftwards 523 in a subject's multiple regression intercept (i.e., by data-points falling below the green x = y 524 line following training). Apart from three subjects whose bias shifted away from the direction 525 of the visual stimulus (two significant), all of the data-points are below the x = y line and in 526 nine of these eleven subjects this shift was significant, as was the group mean change (pre-527 training bias, -0.14 ± 2.97°; post-training bias, -1.81 ± 2.7°; t(3494) = -8.42, p < 0.0001).
528
When we examined only subjects who displayed a significant shift in the direction of the that, in general, the shift magnitude was independent of any initial localization bias.
532
Prior to audiovisual training, ten out of fourteen subjects had higher spatial gains for Figure 7B are less than 1, implying that, in this 540 experiment, a larger gain increase was seen in subjects whose ILS gains were initially low, 541 whereas those with higher initial ILS gains changed little or decreased their ILS gain.
542
Eight subjects increased their ITD gains and in three subjects this change was 543 significant, although this was also true of three subjects whose ITD gains decreased. As a Finally, exposing subjects to consistent but spatially incongruent audiovisual 596 stimulation (VAE) during training induced a broad range of gain adjustments ( Figure 10D ).
597
Nonetheless, ILS spatial gains tended to increase (maximum bin value +0.04°/°), whilst the 598 ITD gains remained relatively static (maximum +0.005°/°).
599
Taken together, these analyses suggest that the spatial gains of different binaural cues Thus, in contrast to the spatial gain adjustments in these two experiments, the way the 627 binaural cue weights changed was independent of contextual stimulus factors. therefore suggest that for both of these audiovisual configurations, the direction of cue re-638 weighting depended upon whether subjects already weighted the more reliable ILS above or 639 below a critical threshold before training: the higher the pre-training scores were above this 640 value, the stronger the tendency for binaural weights to shift towards the ITD cue after 641 training. Conversely, the lower the pre-training weights were below this threshold, the larger 642 the binaural weighting shift in the direction of the ILS cue. fine-structure ITD information from the HRTF and thus made the ITD less salient than might otherwise be expected (Wightman and Kistler, 1992 
